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What's Inside

Who Is Zuri Hollywood

This eBook will educate you on the different stages of film
production, how to write a script, types of VOD distribution
and how to pitch investors.

Zuri is redefining the film development stage by providing
filmmakers with the resources and tools they need to take
their projects to the next level.

Is your script ready for production?
How to write a script
Do you have an Investment Memorandum?
How to pitch investors
Need Hollywood attachments?
Offer letters & Letters of intent
Film Distribution
Video On Demand (VOD)

Screenwriting
We have a team of MFA screenwriters, led by Alison
Chaney, who provide script writing, rewrites, evaluation,
analysis, treatment and coaching services.
Investment Documents?
Our team of finance writing experts prepare top of the line
pitch decks, film budgets and investment memorandums.
Film Distribution
Zuri Hollywood producers will utilize Amazon Prime
Video/Streaming as a distribution outlet for your feature
film or series.
Notable Hollywood Attachments
Zuri casting will submit offer letters to actors and/or
directors to secure letters of commitment or letters of
intent for your film project.
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Getting Started

Introduction
We are pleased you've decided to use our production
services. We look forward to a wonderful and successful
experience. Your film project is important to us
and we will provide an elite and professional service
throughout the entire process. Again thank you now "Let's
Make A Movie!"
- Team ZURI Hollywood
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Getting Started

Options For Filmmakers

Using ZURI

There are a few options available to filmmakers. We've
listed a few of them below. You can evaluate each one and
determine which is best for you.

No matter which option you choose Zuri Hollywood can help
you get started right away. Get the assistance you need to
take your project to the next level. We have helped many
screenwriters and producers submit their projects and
connect with individuals and companies in Hollywood.

Selling Your Script: There are a number of ways to
sale your script. Hiring a manager to shop your script,
find a producer, networking in Hollywood, pitching it
online, screenwriting contests or apply for a
screenwriting job.
Film Festivals: A film festival is an organized, extended
presentation of films in one or more cinemas or
screening venues, usually in a single city or region. Films
may be of recent date and, depending upon the
festival's focus, can include international and domestic
releases.

Filmmakers use our services to
prepare project budgets, show
bibles, or submitting their projects
to attach directors and/or actors.

Modern Film Distribution: Distribute your film
through popular VOD options.
Transactional Video On Demand (TVOD)
Subscription Video On Demand (SVOD)
Advertisement Supported Video On Demand (AVOD)
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Writing A Script

How To Write A Script
For those of you interested in writing a script, here are 10
steps to follow:
Story Concept: The concept of your story is very
important. On some types of scripts, one can guess it’s
worth 50% of the project’s value to the studio because
of what it can translate into in terms of marketing the
film.
Brainstorming: The process is a lot like wallowing in a
sea of ideas, but, this is where a majority of the story
‘stuff’ emerges and, more often than not, the Plotline
and sub-plots start to show themselves, too.
Research: Almost invariably, what you discover in your
research will fuel your brainstorming. Take copious
notes from books you read, and highlight anecdotes or
stories which you think you can use in the script. Use
the Internet which is absolutely indispensable.

Character Development: Think on that word: evolve.
It’s implied in the word “development,” isn’t it? So as
you develop your characters, in the best of all creative
worlds, you're letting them evolve into beings.
Plotting: Every screenplay paradigm seems to have a
certain number of “plot points”. Before you move on,
you want to identify those major events.
Outline: The goal here is to create a blueprint with
Scene 1, followed by Scene 2, Scene 3, all the way to the
last scene and FADE OUT.
Script Diary: You should visit your script diary when
you get stuck. Use your script diary to chronicle the
writing of the story. You can also use the script diary to
track your emotional connection to the story.
First Draft: Finally we get to the actual page-writing
part of the process. And now that you've done all this
prep-writing work, the rest of the process is actually
quite simple, at least to describe. Your goal in the first
draft is to get the story stuff out, put it down onto
paper, so you can have something to work with.
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Writing A Script

How To Write A Script (Cont'd)
Rewriting: Rewriting is primarily about fixing story
problems. The problems can be manifold, but the
typical issues you may run into include:
Story Structure
Logic Problems
Lack of Focus
Emotion

Using Zuri
Zuri provides a large array of screenwriting services to
assist with the creation of your script. Contact us and let us
know how we can assist you.

Editing: Read through your script and mark changes
you'd like to make. Go back through the script and
make the changes. Do this same process over and over,
each time refining the draft.
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How To Pitch Investors

Pitching 101
Don't Just Spew Information: When most people
pitch, they think, “How can I tell them everything they
need to know? ”So, what’s wrong with this? Well,
information is boring. As soon as you see them check
their phone or their watch—or even if they doodle for
two seconds—it’s over.
How To Structure Your Pitch: A producer or investor
will be more willing to pick up an idea if he likes you
rather than if he has no opinion of you. Spike their
emotions. Don’t worry about seeming mean or
aggressive. Just make sure to sprinkle in humor so it’s
non-confrontational. You’ll stick in their memory for
weeks to come.

How To Get & Keep Their Attention: Have you ever
approached your boss with sales numbers showing how
well you’ve performed in the last few weeks, only for the
boss to put his feet up on the desk and grunt “…and?”
“Um… It shows here clearly that I’ve earned 15% for the
company in the past few months and I wanted to talk
about…maybe…a raise?” He points his hand toward the
door, turns his chair away and says, “There’s no money
for that.”Come on! Even when the numbers are on your
side, you can’t combat his ego! This is because of
something called “frames. There are three major types
of “frames”:
The Power Frame
The Time Frame
The Analysis Frame

The content is everything in your movie.
The context of the movie is everything around it.
The key thing here is you can have more high valence
emotional talk about your film as a “context.”
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How To Pitch Investors
How To Get & Keep Their Attention (Cont'd): Each
of the frames has another frame that you combat it with
in order to gain the upper hand, have the person pay
attention, and actually sell your script.
The Power Frame: This frame comes from the ego.
It comes from someone believing they have a
certain status. Think of that boss that wouldn’t give
you the time of day, or that security guard that just
feels like he owns everything. People with this frame
of mind tend to seem arrogant and lack interest in
what you have to say. They can even be flat-out
rude.The way to counter this is by taking their power
away.
The Time Frame: Suddenly, the person you’re
pitching to tries to “take back control” of the meeting
by referencing the time. “How much time do you
have left?” Or “Hey, John, we only got 5 minutes
left.” They are losing attention, and this means death
for your movie.This is why your pitch must be as
short, concise and (more importantly) as interesting
as possible. Rule: Never pitch for more than 20
minutes.

The Analysis Frame: You’ll encounter this frame if,
say, you are meeting a producer who is also a writer
or a “creative.” They will constantly try to get into the
technical details of your script— the formatting, the
phrasing, the structure, and more importantly, the
financial numbers. But the cold, hard facts of your
script will kill the momentum of your pitch. And by
buying into their Analyst Frame, you will lose. You
have to keep attention on you. Be engaging.

Zuri will prepare your investment
documents and pitch deck so you
can present a stellar and engaging
pitch to any investor or producer.
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Attaching Actors To Scripts

Attaching Actors
Attract A Star: A good screenplay is a wonderful thing,
but no matter how impressive a script may be, its
potential will remain forever unfulfilled unless it is
actually made into a movie. There are a lot of factors
that influence whether or not a screenplay gets
produced, but in today’s film industry, the most crucial
of these is the script’s ability to attract a star who has
enough critical acclaim, audience appeal, and/or boxoffice track record to be acceptable to potential
backers.
Actor Consideration: When you are looking for
projects for actors, there are things you want to
consider,” Lockhart explains. “You want to look at where
the actor is—maybe he just won an Academy Award®
last year, so now he wants to do something that’s a little
more fun or a little more of a tentpole project versus
that sort of prestigious, Oscar®-caliber movie he just
made. Ultimately, most of them want to see stuff that
they can really sink their teeth into.”

Concept: Much of Hollywood moviemaking is conceptdriven. Many Producers want a script that's a movie.
This is the thing that many writers tend to overlook,
which is that they’re writing screenplays, they’re not
writing movies. And that’s why their scripts don’t
become movies.” And what is a “script that’s a movie?”
It’s one that is “cinematic and dramatic,” where “you can
read the logline and you can say, ‘I get it: I can see the
movie right from the logline; I can see the poster; I can
see the actor in it.’ A good logline, a good concept,
makes one start to think about scenes and actually start
running the movie in their head.”

Using Zuri
Most companies in Hollywood will not accept or consider
any unsolicited submissions. On the other hand it's
impossible to secure funding for film projects without
attachments. The team at Zuri will professionally submit
your project or script to the appropriate companies
utilizing our resources and connections.
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Understanding VOD Distribution

Modern Film Distribution
Congratulations! Making a feature film, short film or series
takes a lot of work. You have accomplished something
most people only dream about... And now that production
is over, you and I both know you’re asking yourself one
important question:
“How am I going to sell this thing?”
If you are interested in accessing premium platforms like
iTunes, Amazon, Vudu, Google Play, Netflix, Hulu, Cable
VOD, and others, you will have to work with a distributor or
aggregator.

Understanding VOD Platforms
Before you choose your platforms, it is important to
understand that Video On Demand is comprised of several
distinct categories, including TVOD, SVOD and AVOD.

Transactional Video On Demand (TVOD): With
TVOD, audiences can only watch your movie after they
click a “buy now” button and transact. Popular
transactional platforms include iTunes, Amazon AIV and
Google Play.
Subscription Video On Demand (SVOD): With SVOD,
subscribers sign up for a service, pay a monthly fee and
have access to unlimited programming. Popular
subscription platforms include Netflix, Amazon Prime
and Hulu Plus.
Advertisement Supported Video On Demand
(AVOD): With AVOD, content is paid for with
commercials and other forms of advertising.

Using Zuri
The executives at Zuri can assist you with the distribution
of your film. We use all the popular streaming platforms to
effectively distribute your project.
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5 Stages Of Film Production

Understanding The 5 Stages
Film Production is created in 5 phases: development, preproduction, production, post-production, and distribution.
Each phase has a different purpose, with the overarching
goal to get to the next one, and ultimately on to
distribution. Each stage varies in length, and different roles
suit different stages. Sadly, some projects don’t make it all
the way, as some fall over in development and preproduction. If you’re serious about working in film, you’ll
slot into one or a few of these stages in the role you
pursue. Here is a useful outline of each of them, to give
you an introductory glimpse into the film process.

Development

It starts the moment a Producer thinks of a project or a
Writer starts penning words on a page.Development can
take months or even years to get the project green-lit by a
studio or funded independently and move into preproduction. Green-lighting a film means the studio has
approved the idea and will finance the project and move
into production. The crew involved in the development
stage is quite minimal compared to all the other stages, as
it’s just a small group of creatives and executives crafting
the story and associated budget. Once a project finds
finance, it will move into the pre-production phase with an
emphasis on shooting dates and time frame for the project
to be finished.

Pre-Production

This is where the project is birthed. It is the creation,
writing, organizing and planning stage of a project. In
development, a preliminary budget is made, key cast are
attached, key creatives are chosen, main locations scouted
and multiple script drafts may be written. It’s all the
groundwork to show what the project will be and how
much it will cost to make.

Pre-production (or ‘pre’ as it’s called) is where scripts are
amended, budgets are adjusted, actors are cast, locations
scouted, the crew employed, shooting schedules
amended, sets designed and built, costumes made and
fitted, and everything to do with the shoot is planned and
tested. The pre-production stage can last many months
from the initial greenlighting of a project to when cameras
actually roll.
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5 Stages Of Film Production

Pre-Production (Cont'd)

Post-Production

As this date draws closer, the crew grows with many
people being employed about two to eight weeks before
the shoot starts. There is a big push in these weeks to
finalize everything that needs to be prepped before
cameras roll. Although years of deliberation, concept
molding, writing and staring into space in a dreamlike daze
is likely to occur in development, once shoot dates are
confirmed the work becomes extremely focused on
adhering to budgets and shooting schedules.

Production
The production stage is where the rubber hits the road.
The Writer, Director, Producer, and countless other
creative minds finally see their ideas captured on film, one
day at a time. Production is usually the shortest of the five
phases, even though it is paramount to the film and where
most of the budget is allotted. Production is the busiest
time, with the crew swelling to hundreds and the days
becoming longer in order to be as efficient as possible with
all the gear and locations on hire.

So you’ve thought of an idea, written a script, raised the
funds, employed a bunch of crew to get it made, spent
most of your budget and hopefully have shot some decent
footage in the process. Now it’s time to move into postproduction. This is where the footage is edited,This is
where the footage is edited, sound is mixed, visual effects
are added, a soundtrack is composed, titles are created,
and the project is completed and prepared for
distribution. Although the shooting crew has done a lot of
hard work, now the post-production crew face arduous
hours of work ahead of them to piece together the scenes
and craft a stunning story.
Post-production begins while the shoot is still going, as
footage is gathered as soon as the first day of shooting
commences. This helps see the project finished as soon as
possible, but can also help identify problems with the
footage or any gaps in the story while the shoot is still
happening. If needed, shots can be picked up on later days
without too much interference in the shooting schedule.
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5 Stages Of Film Production

Distribution
Without a stringent and robust distribution strategy, the
other four stages of production are somewhat redundant,
at least from a business perspective. Distribution is the
final stage in a project for producers looking to make a
return-on-investment. This can be from cinema
distribution, selling to a TV network or streaming service,
or releasing direct to DVD.
Whatever the distribution plan is, the producers will have
spent many hours planning and marketing their piece to
ensure the biggest audience and largest return. With the
digital age and rapidly converging technologies, viewers
are watching content in new and different ways, meaning
that the distribution phase is constantly evolving.

Hopefully, a project moves through all stages smoothly
and efficiently and thus a Producer begins the cycle again
on another project employing both myself (and possibly
you!) once more.

No matter which stage you're on in
your film project, ZURI can assist in
taking your film to the next level.

Although distribution is the final stage of the project, the
channel of distribution and marketing of the project will be
planned in pre-production. If it is planned badly and fails to
garner good distribution, then all the other phases will be
wasted as nobody views the final product and covers the
cost of the project.
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Conclusion

Congratulations! Now that you’ve completed this eBook, you’re already on
the path to being a successful filmmaker. It takes dedication
and hard work, but the personal and financial rewards can be significant.
If you’re having trouble getting started, we’re here to help! Many of
Zuri clients are first time filmmakers and we’re experts at eliminating the
hassle, guesswork, and frustration that often comes with developing a
professional film project.
To learn more about how Zuri can assist with your film, contact
one of our producers today.
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Appendix A: 4 Tips

On Getting Into Film Festivals

HAVE A KILLER WEBSITE FOR YOUR FILM

POSTER OR ARTWORK

One of the most important elements you need in a
marketing plan for an indie film (short, feature or web
series) today is your website. Imagine going on a date and
you want to impress someone but you come dressed in an
outfit circa 1996. Probably won’t go to well. Not having a
website is death but having a poorly designed website is
almost worse. Design is so important in every aspect of
your writing, producing and marketing of your project.

“Give me a poster and a trailer and I can sell any picture.” Film Distributor. I would like to think we have evolved
beyond the above statement but unfortunately it is still
true. Poster artwork is very important in creating a
professional and artistic image for your project.

MAKE A BAD ASS TRAILER
Filmmakers under estimate the power of a great trailer.
The trailer for your film will be seen by more people than
your full project. Trailers get the appetite wet for the film
it’s promoting, if done well.

CREATE A LARGER THAN LIFE IMAGE
FOR YOUR PROJECT
When potential film festival programers come to your
website, they will determine in 5 seconds if they are going
to watch the trailer. If you create an “event” style website
you odds go way up. What I mean is when creating your
website you need to create the air that your film is getting
a lot of attention and that it was a well produced and
professional film.

Now action, comedies, horror and genre films have an
easier time when trailers are being created but I’ve seen
some drama and documentary trailers that gave me chills.
As a storyteller, you have to create an emotional
connection with your audience and the trailer is the first
line of offense.
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Appendix B: Hollywood Pilot Scripts

4 Pilot Scripts from the 2016 - 2018 Television Season
This is for educational and research purposes only
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Appendix C: Trailers From Zuri

Film Trailers From Zuri Hollywood Projects

This hilarious comedy is a trip inside the lives of
everyday people trying to make it through the
rollercoaster of life. Find out how Marcus deals
with his new situation and if he can turn tragedy
into triumph while he's, "Out on Parole".

A former Marine struggles to preserve mankind
during a series of plagues created by a group of
wealthy billionaires seeking to wipe-out humanity
in order to build a new world of their own.
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